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Puluz PKT39 50-in-1 Sports Camera Accessory Set
The  50-in-1  Sports  Camera  Accessory  Kit  by  Puluz  includes  everything  you  need  to  create  original  shots  from  a  wide  variety  of
perspectives. You will find, among other things, a range of bands and grips, practical adapters and mounts, adhesive pads, a tripod and a
selfie  stick.  Everything  is  housed  in  a  large,  roomy  and  durable  carrying  case.  The  products  are  compatible  with  sports  cameras  of
various brands - including DJI and GoPro. No more having to buy each accessory separately!
 
Grips, mounts and adapters - mount your camera in the desired location and record an original video
In the kit you will find plenty of accessories to securely attach your sports camera to various surfaces. Use the head, leg or wrist strap to
capture  a  shot  from  an  unparalleled  perspective.  You  can  also  use  the  included  mounts  and  adapters  to  attach  the  device  to  your
backpack,  helmet,  bicycle  handlebars,  car  window  or  tabletop.  The  possibilities  are  almost  endless  -  choose  the  right  accessory  and
record a one-of-a-kind video.
 
Attach the camera to your helmet and create surprising shots
The included adhesive pads allow you to easily, quickly and stably mount your sports camera to the surface of your choice. In this way
you can place it, for example, on a helmet. For a similar purpose you can use a specially designed, curved mount. This is a great way to
record a video from an unusual, surprising perspective!
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Explore the water world with a Bobber Hand Grip
Want  to  create  a  stunning,  dynamic  underwater  shot?  Try  the  practical  Bobber  Hand  Grip,  which  does  not  sink  and,  thanks  to  the
included lanyard, you can hang it securely on your wrist. Another advantage of this accessory is its bright yellow color, which makes it
easy to locate underwater.
 
Octopus tripod and selfie stick - even more recording possibilities
What else is included in the kit? You will certainly need a tripod with a clip for your phone. Using it, you can record, for example, a vlog or
a tutorial not only with a sports camera, but also with a smartphone. Another useful accessory is a selfie stick monopod. Thanks to it you
will gain, among other things, the possibility to record yourself while practicing your favorite sport.
 
Comprehensive, durable carrying case - convenient transport of your devices
The case that holds your accessories is made of durable, wear-resistant materials. It is extremely durable. It will not only provide your
equipment with safe transportation, but also will serve you well for a long time. It is also characterized by large capacity - you can easily
fit a sports camera, its housing and all the necessary accessories.
 
Compatible and durable - enjoy extensive recording capabilities
No matter  what sports camera you use -  Puluz brand accessories are likely to be compatible with it.  They fit  DJI  Osmo Action,  Xiaoyi,
most GoPro models, as well as other devices. They are also made of high-quality materials that are resistant to damage and wear. So you
can freely  use  them without  worrying  that  they  will  get  damaged.  Puluz  brand accessories  will  fit  perfectly  into  your  dynamic,  sporty
lifestyle!
 
In the box
Large size case
Helmet curved arm
Screw wrench
Backpack quick release clip
Widened wrist strap
Octopus tripod +clip
Head strap
Chest strap
Hand wrist strap for Wi-Fi remote
Handlebar mount + pivot arms
Helmet strap
Quick release buckle x2
J-Hook buckle x2
Flat surface mount x2
Round base adhesive sticker x3
Curved surface mount x2
Square base adhesive sticker x3
Safety tethers strap with adhesive sticker
Anti-fog inserts x12
Bobber hand grip
Adapter
Storage bag
Selfie stick monopod
Long screw
Short screw
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Suction cup holder
Brand
Puluz
Model
PKT39
Compatibility
DJI: Osmo Action; GoPro: HERO9 Black, HERO8 Black, HERO7 White, HERO7 Silver, HERO7 Black, NEW HERO, HERO6 Black, HERO5 Black,
HERO5 Session, Hero Session, HERO4 Session, HERO4, HERO3+, HERO3, HERO2, HERO
Case dimensions
32x23x7cm

Price:

€ 27.50

Photo, Video, Accessories, Accessories  GoPro
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